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About Forest School
Below is the information leaflet that is given to 
stake holders to inform that about forest school at 
our settings.  
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Map of the site

Below is an ariel image of our site on schools 
grounds. There are areas that are not seen on this 
image but are labeled as they have been developed 
and built since. 

Fire Circle  Woodland area   Treehouse 

Adventure center   Allotment  Meadow

Entrance   Hilled area 
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Health and safety 

Insurance Details  
The school has insurance and it covers all of the activities in the Forest 
School sessions. 

Risk Management 
Forest school children will learn how to risk assess themselves with 
guidance and support from the forest school leader. In sessions, 
children are provided with the opportunities to overcome potential 
hazards in their safe play environments. Through this children develop 
problem solving skills and resilience. 
However, before the children arrive at their session, our Forest School 
leaders complete an initial risk assessment to ensure that the area is 
safe for play. All activities are risk assessed individually and tools also 
have their own risk assessments (these can be found in the 
appendices). 
Additionally, at the start of each session, with the forest school leader, 
the children conduct a ‘Danger Ranger’ walk to look for any potential 
hazards. 

Because sessions are based on the children’s interests and sessions 
can change in the moment, a dynamic risk assessment has been 
created for the Forest school leader or other adults to quickly assess 
the new activities/hazards. There is a laminated version in the 
adventure center but also one in the appendices. 
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First Aid
Our School setting has a first aid policy which should be followed and 
staff whom may take part in Forest school will be staff members who 
have seen and read the first aid policy. However, in Forest School 
sessions there are some alterations and procedures that are additional. 
The Forest School Leader has a  QNUK Level 3 Forest School first aid 
and the forest school lead carry’s a first aid kit at all times. The burns 
first aid kit is brought out when the fire is being lit and is stored in the 
Den store next to the fire circle. The first aid book will be filled out 
when any first aid is given and if a serious matter occurs, please see 
the emergency plan below. 

Emergency Plan 
If a child or staff member is injured. 
• A whistle is blown (different to the gathering whistle) to inform 

other staff
• The other member of staff gathers other children in a different 

area 
• If it is the other member of staff injured, then the forest school 

lead will call the school office (01928 568936) or the Headteacher to 
support the other children. 

• Forest school leader or other staff member calls emergency services 
and the Forest school lead begins to give First Aid (whilst on speaker 
phone if needed) 

• School office is rang to inform parents/carers and ask another 
member of staff to collect the other children from the site. 

If the FS Leader is injured 
• A member of staff calls the office for further adult support 
• A member of staff locates the children to another area or indoors 

in school
• Another member of staff (Ms McHale, Ms Murphy,, Ms Owens) 

carries out first aid and monitors casualty. 
• Member of staff calls emergency services and follows their 

instructions. 

Our nearest 24 hour Accident and Emergency hospital is: 
Whiston Hospital 
Warrington Rd, 
Rainhill, 
Prescot 
L35 5DR
0151 426 1600
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Poor weather and clothing

There is a part of the risk assessment that refers to poor weather and 
clothing  (see appendices). The forest school leader will risk assess the 
weather before sessions take place and also look at future weather 
predictions online. Sessions will not take place if: 
• Strong winds 
• Extreme temperatures 
• Children or adults are dressed correctly 

Below is a list of the clothing that is appropriate for Forest school 
sessions. 
Cold/Wet Weather 
Warm, waterproof coat or all 
in one 
Lots of layers including a 
long sleeved 
Top and a jumper 
Long trousers or leggings 
(waterproof if possible!) 
Trainers, walking boots or 
wellies 
Hat, scarf and gloves 

As you may be aware, School 
do have overalls and wellies 
but these are only small 
sizes. 

Hot Weather 
Lightweight waterproof coat  
Long sleeved top 
Long trousers or leggings (no 
shorts, skirts or bare legs 
please) 
Trainers or walking boots (no 
open toed shoes please) 
Sun hat and sun cream 

Reminder that children need 
to be able to re-apply their 
own sun cream but this can 
be brought to sessions. 

The. children WILL GET DIRTY! So please 
consider this when choosing clothing.  
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Toileting and hygiene       
The children can use the indoor school toilets in the hall or by the school 
main office but. a member of staff has to accompany the children. There 
is a compost toilet on site. This can be used but the children need to make 
the Forest school leader they have used this so it can be cleaned correctly. 
When the children have used the compost toilet they will use alcohol free 
sanitizer which the forest school leader has in the adventure center. This 
will also be used before eating any cooked foods. If children do want to 
wash their hands there will be a bowl of water and soap or they can use 
the indoor facilities. 

Food, litter and waste water disposal
No litter will be left on the site and the forest school leader will have two 
boxes and bags; one for recyclable waste and the other general. The 
compost bin in the allotment will be used for food waste. Any water 
waste is disposed off accordingly and if it is poured on the floor, it is done 
in an area that will cause little impact to any plants or habitats. However, 
water waste can be used to put out the fire. 

Lifting 
The children and staff are shown how to lift correctly or alternative ways 
to move something. (rolling, pull or carry collectively). There has been a risk 
assessment regarding lifting. 

Tree climbing 
There has been a risk assessment based on tree climbing. The procedures 
for this are as follows; 
• Tree climbing is done as an activity and children are reminded of the 

rule of not climbing any more than twice their height 
• Children will have been introduced to the tree climbing chalk mark 

technique and rule ‘where’s my head height?” Chalk it out’.
• Helmet’s to be used if necessary 
• Tree climbing to be monitored by an adult 
• Tree climbing is encouraged! 

This also applies to use of the treehouse. 
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Tools

Tools will be stored the den store. These are locked away when not in use. 
When the tools are out the wheeled truck will be used to transport the 
tools around the woodland as well as their designated safe space. 
The Forest School leader will assess each tool and ensure that they are in 
full working order, meet the relevant safety regulations and are in their 
covers before packing them safely to transport. The Forest school leader is 
responsible for all use of tools and tools SHOULD NOT be used without the 
forest school leader. 
All tool use is risk assessed and supervised by a Forest School leader. 
Depending on the age of the children, tools have a different ration of 
children to forest school lead. 
Tools are only used where appropriate and are introduced slowly starting 
with potato peelers. Tool talks are given at the beginning of every tool use.  
When children are confident in the use of these we will move on to the use 
of other tools such as bow saws and loppers. The children using the tools 
will wear protective equipment and his is monitored and overseen by the 
forest school leader. Please see attached risk assessments for tool use. 

      
Bill Hook Sheath Knife

Loppers Bow saw
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Fires and cooking

The fire circle – location and moving around

On the site we have a fire circle which has benches positioned 2 meters 
away from the fire pit. The children are taught from the very first 
session how to enter and move around the fire circle through games 
and activities. The children step over the bench forwards and sit. If they 
need to move the step backwards over the bench and move around the 
outside of the fire circle. They only enter the fire circle when asked and 
show the respect position when coming close to the fire. 

  

Respect position 
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Starting the fire 
The Forest School leader must have all of the equipment ready before 
lighting the fire. This is; kindling, fuel, burns kit, clean water, emergency 
kit, food (if required), cooking appliances. Only the Forest School leader 
will light the fire and will use approved Forest School methods of lighting 
(dragons breath). 

Cooking 
Before the Forest School leader can cook, Food Hygiene certificates are 
obtained.. The children will be eating hot food from the use of the fire 
such as baked potatoes, popcorn, breads.. All children will wash their 
hands using the water bowl and soap before eating. The children will 
have to wait for the food to cool before being it being handed to them. 
The children told to blow on the hot food before eating or count to a 
certain number such as 20. 

Extinguishing 
When the Forest School leader is aware the session is coming to an end, 
they will stop adding fuel to the fire. Once it is time to extinguish the 
fire, the embers will be spread out in the fire pit to reduce the heat. Only 
when the embers have stopped burning will water be added. Enough 
time must be allowed to safely extinguish the fire at the end of the 
session. 

The fire pit
Our setting have a large fire pit 
(as seen right), This will not be used 
and filled with fuel to make fires as 
this would create a large fire. Therefore 
it is used to keep the fire enclosed and 
to keep the fire small. 

Please see attached risk assessment for fire use. 
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Daily procedures 

Before the session 
• Parents to be reminded of the correct clothing for the session
• Kit to be collected for the session and checked by the forest school 

leader
• The forest school leader to check the forecast 
• First aid kit and burns kit to be checked and collected 
• Forest school leader to conduct a risk assessment of the area 
• Prepare snack/ food that is needed 
• Get bowls of water for hand washing and also distinguishing fire. 

The session 

• Begin with the danger ranger walk as a group or ask an individual 
• The session will be planned in advance by the forest school leader 

using the format 
• Forest school leader will lead the session and give correct tool talks/ 

climbing/lifting/rope procedures (reminder – NO tools or fire if the 
leader is not present) 

After the session 
• Area is tidied and ensure the fire (if used) is extinguished. 
• Children are changed or dismissed to parents 
• The forest leader will ensure all tools and equipment is locked away 

and counted for in the den store. 
• Forest school leader evaluates session 
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Relevant school policies 

As our Forest school sessions are held at a school, there are relevant 
policies that need to be adhered to. This includes; Child protection,, Behavior, 
Sun protection and the first aid policy. 

As the staff whom may take over the session will be members of staff, 
they will be aware and using these policies daily. Some points in these 
policies may be adapted for Forest school sessions. 

Behavior policy 
“The school may use one or more of the following sanctions in response to 
unacceptable behavior: … Sending the pupil out of the class”
No child will be sent out of forest school, other sanitations will be used 
such as reminders, time to reflect, or if necessary sending to a  member 
of senior leader team. Forest school should develop children’s compassion 
and due to the nature of Forest school, children are allowed more freedom. 

Sun protection
“We will work towards increasing the provision of adequate shade for all 
pupils and staff, by providing additional shade using sails, parasols etc. on 
the playground during the summer term. “ 
This will be adapted for Forest School sessions as the Forest School leader 
will put up shelters for shaded areas for the children. 

The child protection policy will not need to be adapted for Forest school 
sessions and will be adhered to. 
Any disclosures from children need to follow this policies procedures. 

The first aid policy will also be adhered to but during Forest school 
sessions, it will be the leader to administer first aid due to their Outdoor 
forest school qualification. 

All four policies can be found in the appendicies 
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Child protection and confidentiality
 
This section takes information from the schools safeguarding and child 
protection policy which can be found on the school 
website.  

Staffing 
•All staff will be briefed on the session risk assessment by the Forest 
School leader so that they are aware of their responsibilities and any 
potential risks. 
•Adult/young person ratios will be maintained on site at all times. 
•Volunteers and students do not work with children unsupervised. 

Safeguarding Children 
•All sessions will be led by a trained Forest School leader and supported by 
members of staff. 
•Adult/young person ratios will be maintained at all times.
•All staff are to follow the schools safeguarding policy and procedures 

    
Equal opportunities 
All children will have the opportunity to attend Forest school sessions, 
regardless of their age, abilities, gender or special educational needs. 
Sessions are planned by the lead and every child’s needs are taken into 
account. Forest school includes all children and staff are aware of the 
interests and needs of the children in the sessions. 

Our settings DSL is the Headteacher, 
In their absence, the DDSL are;
Claire Barker 
Charlotte Hessey 
Alsion McHale 
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Disclosures

(taken directly from the school safeguarding policy)

ALL staff and volunteers have the skills to respond appropriately
and sensitively to disclosures or allegations of abuse. Staff,
governors, volunteers and other adults working in school know they
must:
• Listen and keep calm. Do not interrupt
• NOT promise the child that you will keep the matter confidential.

Explain to the child who you will need to tell and why

• Observe visible bruises and marks, but do not ask a child to
remove or adjust their clothing to view them

• Keep questions to a minimum as your role is not to investigate.
If you need to ask questions in order to ascertain whether this
is a safeguarding concern, ensure they are open questions

• Use the “TED” model for asking open ended questions: “Tell me
about that”, “Explain that to me”, “Describe that”

• Make a record of what has been said immediately afterwards in
words used by the child and yourself to the best of your
memory. Use capital letters for the child’s words to help
distinguish between the two.

• Note anything about the child which is connected i.e. any visible
injuries including the position and description, the demeanour of
the child i.e. crying, withdrawn etc.

• Clearly indicate whether fact, opinion or third party information

• Report the matter immediately to the Designated Safeguarding
Lead

• If in doubt, seek advice from the Designated Safeguarding Lead
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Session planning and analysis 

The sessions will be planed by the forest school leader using the 
template in the appendices. The Forest school leader will lease with 
other staff for ideas form children observed and worked with in 
previous sessions. If someone is to lead a session without the lead, 
there will be communication before hand and the panning will be 
emailed or stored in the adventure center with all of the equipment. 

The lessons are to be analyzed for the next session . This is done by 
the forest school leader but n their absence the leader of the session. 

If the session has been planned and involved tools or fire, this part of 
the session CANNOT be carried out by another member of staff, only 
the qualified forest school individual. 

Sessions are lead by children’s interests and needs and sessions need 
to be flexible. Therefore, session will change and if the plan is not 
followed, this is ok. 

Both document can be found in the appendices. 
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Appendices 
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